îÁ

: 532:537.226:541.135
PACS: 82.70Dd; 61.20.-p; 61.20.Gy; 61.20.Ne; 61.20.Qg; 02.30.Rz
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T.M. Bryk, M.Yu. Dru hok, M.F. Holovko and Yu.V. Kalyuzhnyi
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS MODELING OF IONIC VALENCE
INFLUENCE ON THE PROPERTIES OF CATIONS IN
AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS
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. íÅÔÏÄÏÍ ÍÏÌÅËÕÌÑÒÎÏ§ ÄÉÎÁÍiËÉ ÚÒÏÂÌÅÎÏ ÓÒÏÂÕ ÄÏÓÌiÄÖÅÎÎÑ ×ÌÉ×Õ ÏÚÉÔÉ×ÎÏ ÚÁÒÑÄÖÅÎÏÇÏ ËÁÔiÏÎÁ (×ÁÌÅÎÔÎÏÓÔi ×iÄ +1
ÄÏ +6) ÎÁ ÓÔÒÕËÔÕÒÎi i ÄÉÎÁÍiÞÎi ×ÌÁÓÔÉ×ÏÓÔi ÍÏÌÅËÕÌ ×ÏÄÉ × ÊÏÇÏ
ÇiÄÒÁÔÎiÊ ÏÂÏÌÏÎ i. ÷ÉËÏÎÁÎÏ ÄÅÔÁÌØÎÉÊ ÁÎÁÌiÚ ÒÁÄiÁÌØÎÉÈ ÆÕÎË iÊ
ÒÏÚÏÄiÌÕ i Á×ÔÏËÏÒÅÌÑ iÊÎÉÈ ÆÕÎË iÊ Û×ÉÄËÏÓÔÅÊ. ÷ÉÑ×ÌÅÎÏ ÅÆÅËÔ
ÕÔ×ÏÒÅÎÎÑ ×ÉÓÏËÏÓÔÁÂiÌØÎÏÇÏ ËÌÁÓÔÅÒÁ Ú ÍÏÌÅËÕÌÁÍÉ ×ÏÄÉ × ×ÅÒÛÉÎÁÈ ÏËÔÁÅÄÒÁ i ËÁÔiÏÎÏÍ × ÅÎÔÒi ×ÎÁÓÌiÄÏË ÓÉÌØÎÏ§ ÅÌÅËÔÒÏÓÔÁÔÉÞÎÏ§
×ÚÁ¤ÍÏÄi§ iÏÎ-×ÏÄÁ. ðÏËÁÚÁÎÏ, ÝÏ ÚÂiÌØÛÅÎÎÑ ÚÁÒÑÄÕ ËÁÔiÏÎÁ ×ÅÄÅ ÄÏ
×ÉÔÑÇÕ×ÁÎÎÑ ÍÏÌÅËÕÌ ×ÏÄÉ × ÇiÄÒÁÔÎiÊ ÏÂÏÌÏÎ i i ÎÁ×iÔØ ÄÏ ×ÔÒÁÔÉ
ÎÉÍÉ ÒÏÔÏÎi×. äÏÓÌiÄÖÅÎÏ ÆÏÒÍÕ×ÁÎÎÑ ÇiÄÒÏËÓÏÎi¤×ÉÈ ÍÏÌÅËÕÌ i
ÂiÌØÛ ÓËÌÁÄÎÉÈ ÓÔÒÕËÔÕÒ. áÎÁÌiÚ Á×ÔÏËÏÒÅÌÑ iÊÎÉÈ ÆÕÎË iÊ Û×ÉÄËÏÓÔÅÊ i §È æÕÒ'¤-ÅÒÅÔ×ÏÒÅÎØ ÄÌÑ ËÁÔiÏÎÁ i ÊÏÇÏ ÛÅÓÔÉ ÓÕÓiÄi× ×ËÁÚÕ¤
ÎÁ ÏÑ×Õ ÎÏ×ÉÈ ÞÁÓÔÏÔ × ËÏÌÉ×ÎÏÍÕ ÓÅËÔÒi ÇiÄÒÁÔÎÏ§ ÏÂÏÌÏÎ i.
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Mole ular Dynami s Modeling of Ioni Valen e In uen e on
the Properties of Cations in Aqueous Solutions
T.M. Bryk, M.Yu. Dru hok, M.F. Holovko and Yu.V. Kalyuzhnyi

%

Abstra t. Using the te hnique of mole ular dynami s we made the attempt to larify the e e ts of the presen e of highly harged ations
on the stru ture and dynami s of the water mole ules in aqueous solution. Spe ial attention is paid to ation rst hydration shell. Analysis
of radial distribution fun tions and velo ity auto orrelation fun tions is
performed in detail. It is shown that the strong ion-water ele trostati
intera tion leads to the formation of stable luster whi h onsists of six
oxygens o tahedrally arranged around the ation. The in rease of ation
valen y makes the water mole ules in hydration shell to stret h and
even loose protons. The formation of hydroxonium mole ules and more
ompli ated stru tures is dis ussed. The orrespondent velo ity auto orrelation fun tions are investigated: the appearan e of new frequen ies in
libration spe tra of ation and oxygens from hydration shell is observed.
¶ÎÓÔÉÔÕÔ ÆÚÉËÉ ËÏÎÄÅÎÓÏ×ÁÎÉÈ ÓÉÓÔÅÍ 2001
Institute for Condensed Matter Physi s 2001
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1. Introdu tion

The hydration and hydrolysis of metal ions by water mole ules are two
initial steps of many pro esses o uring in metal ion aqueous solutions
and playing important role in many natural and industrial pro esses.
The hydration of a metal ation M Z + leads to the formation of omplex [M (H2 O)n ℄Z + , where n is a number of water mole ules in hydration
shell, so- alled hydration number. The hydrolysis leads to de ay of water
mole ules in hydration shell and an be onsidered as a hain of H + eliminating (a id disso iation) rea tions onverting hydrated ation omplexes into new ioni spe ies [MOn H2n h ℄(Z h)+ where h is a number
of protons losed by the water mole ules from hydration shell, so- alled
the molar ratio of hydrolysis [1,2℄. Usually the pro ess does not stop
at this step and, as a result of the ondensation rea tion, polynu lear
ions appear [2,3℄. The nature of these ioni hydrolysed-hydrated spe ies
is of the fundamental interest in inorgani solutions hemistry and of
parti ular importan e in many areas ranging from nu lear te hnology to
environmental hemistry [4℄.
The prevalent for e in both pro esses is the strong ion-water intea tion in whi h the ele trostati intera tion dominates and in reases with
in reasing of an ioni valen y and/or de reasing of an ioni size.
The polarizing power of metal ations leads to formation of the hydration shell around an ion. It an also be suÆ iently strong to repel
a proton H + of water from rst hydration shell. This leads to a water
mole ule disso iation. Under this ondition the aqueous metal ion a ts
as an a id or proton donor and the a id strength of su h ion is measured
by the a idity onstant pKa . Assuming that the bond hara ter between
the ation and the oxygen of water mole ules is purely ele trostati , the
relationship for a idity and stability of aqueous ations an be expressed
in terms of the ioni potential (Z=d) as in [1℄
pKa = A 11:0(Z=d)
(1)
where Z is the formal harge of ation and d is metal-oxide interatomi
distan e (in A), the onstant A=20-22 in dependen e on ele troni onguration of ions. Re ently in [5℄ su h linear orrelation between a idity
onstant and binding energy of hydrated ations was derived also from
ele troni density al ulations.
Sin e the pioneering mole ular dynami s (MD) simulation of an aqueous ele trolyte solution [6℄ based on the ST2 model for water [7℄ was
arried out the impressive progress has been a hieved in a omputer
modeling of the stru ture of ioni hydration shell and dynami properties of water mole ules around ions. Usually su h investigations are based
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on the use of rigid or exible models for water mole ules and the pair
additive intera tion models with ion-water intera tion potentials derived
from empiri al knowledge and/or ab initio al ulations.
The rigid ST2 model for water was very useful for the des ription of
hydration stru ture of monovalent alkaline ations (Li+ , Na+ , K + , Rb+ ,
Cs+ ) [8,9℄ sin e the ele trostati in uen e of ele tri eld of these ations
on water mole ules in hydration shell is negligible. However for doubly
valent alkaline earth ations (Be2+ , Mg 2+ , Ca2+ , Sr2+ , ) this e e t is
already important. The entral for e (CF) model of water [10,11℄ is more
onvenient for this aim. This is the exible model, in the framework of
it the water mole ules are onsidered as a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen atoms bearing partial harges keeping the water mole ule geometry
solely preserved by an appropriate set of oxygen-hydrogen and hydrogenhydrogen pair potentials. As a result of non-rigidity of CF model it is
possible to study the e e ts of the in uen e of ions on the intramole ular
properties of water in hydration shell. The MD simulations in the group
of Heinzinger [8℄ for alkaline earth ations with the appli ation of BJH
[12℄ version of CF model for water shown that the strong ele trostati
intera tion between ation and water mole ules leads to the in rease of
intramole ular OH distan e for mole ules of water in hydration shell
omparing with bulk water.
Simultaneously with in reasing of the role of ele trostati ationwater intera tion (with in reasing of ioni valen y and/or de reasing of
ioni size) the assumption of pairwise additivity of the ion-water intera tion be omes mu h less justi ed. The important role of three-body
ion-water intera tions was demonstrated for Be2+ [13℄, the smallest of
the divalent ations, and trivalent Al3+ [14,15℄.
These results for Be2+ are on rmed by ab initio mole ular dynami s
based on a gradient- orre ted density fun tional [15℄. However in spite of
large e orts to des ribe the ion-water intera tion orre tly no hydrolysis
e e ts are taken into a ount dire tly in the relevant simulations [13{17℄.
More su essful was thermodynami al treatment of hydrolysis e e ts for
trivalent F e3+ [18,19℄.
The role of the hydrolysis e e ts strongly in reases for ations of
four and higher valen y, su h as Zr4+ , T r4+ , U 4+ , P u4+ . Between them
the a tinide ations an possess di erent valen e states in aqueous solutions. For example U 4+ and P u4+ oxidize to the hexavalent form U 6+
and P u6+ followed by the formation of a tinyl form UO22+ and P uO22+
[20℄, whi h are systemati hemi al toxi ants that determine a hemi al
in uen e of depleted uranium [21℄.
However despite their onsiderable importan e, studies of hydrolysed-
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hydrated form of tetra and higher valent ations are s ar e. This is explained by the diÆ ulties of ab initio simulations for su h real ations due
to large number of ele trons of these atoms. For this reason the usual
omputer simulations are pra ti ally unable to derive the intera tion
potentials between ions and water mole ules from ab initio al ulations
with a suÆ ient degree of reliability [17℄.
In this onne tion at the rst step of the investigation of the in uen e of ioni valen y on the properties of ations in aqueous solutions it
will be useful to separate the e e t of ele trostati intera tion between
ation and water mole ules from other ontributions onne ted with an
in uen e of ioni sizes, nonadditivity of ion-water intera tions et . For
this aim the simpli ed model Na+ -like ation in the system of exible
water mole ules [22℄ will be very onvenient. In this model the potential of the ion-water intera tion is similar to the intera tion potential of
Na+ with water [23℄ with assumption that ion an possess the di erent
valen y Z . The investigation of the ation valen y in uen e on ation
hydration shell stru ture was arried out for this model in the framework
of the integral equations te hnique [22℄. An e e t of some protons loss by
water mole ules from hydration shell was dis overed whi h was treated
as the hydrolysis of water aused by ions of high valen y.
However these results should by revised by omputer simulations
te hnique sin e the quality of approximations used in integral equation
des ription in [22℄ needs the improvement in ase when ioni valen y
in reases. For this aim in this arti le we onsider a mole ular dynami s
modeling of the in uen e of ioni valen y on the properties of Na+ like ations in aqueous solution. It is shown that a strong ion-water
ele trostati intera tion leads to the formation of highly stable stru tures
onstituted by six water mole ules o tahedrally arranged around the
ations. With ation harge in reasing the e e t of deprotonation of
water mole ules from rst hydration shell is found. The appli ation of
mole ular dynami s te hnique gives also the possibility for investigaton
of dynami properties of water mole ules around the ations.
2. Model

In our investigations we use the simple model introdu ed in [22℄ whi h
for monovalent ation ase orresponds to the model whi h was used
for a omputer modeling of the aqueous solution of NaCl [23℄. For the
des ription of water mole ules we use the CF1 model [24,25℄ whi h is a
slightly modi ed version of CF model. In this model water is a binary
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mixture of oxygen and hydrogen atoms with interparti le intera tions:

UOO (r) =
UHH (r) =
UOH (r) =

144:538

r

+

26758:2C1

r8:8591

36:1345

0:25e

4(

18

r

: 2

2
0:25e 1:5(r 4:5) ;

:

r

3 4)

+
17e
r
1 + e40(r 2:05C2 )
10
72:269 6:23403
+ 9:19912
r
r
1 + e40(r 1:05)

1+e

:

4

r

5 49305(

7 62177(

:

2

1 45251)

;

(2)

:

2 2)

where C1 = 0:9, C2 = 1=1:025, the distan e is given in 
A and energy in
k al/mol.
In CF model hydrogen and oxygen ions have the e e tive harges
qH = +0:32983e and qO = 2qH respe tively, where e is the elementary
ele tri harge. Bopp [25℄ turned our attention to the problem that when
proton leaves a water mole ule it should have a harge qH = e. In fa t
it is possible to introdu e an analyti al swit hing fun tion for protons
belonging to the ation rst oordination sphere with the purpose to
have long-range part of two-body potentials for parti les of broken water
mole ules di erent than for parti les on ned in CF1 mole ules. However
this would be more ompli ated approa h whi h will require several more
spe ies of parti les to be onsidered in MD and as the initial step we
negle t this problem and will onsider e e tive harges even in the ase
of de ay of water mole ules.
For MD we use the `shifted-for e' pro edure for potentials of interparti le intera tions [27{29℄ to avoid time onsuming Ewald-like summation
for long-range potentials and their spatial derivatives. We performed for
bulk CF1-water two pilot MD runs: one with the `shifted-for e' potentials
and the se ond with taking into a ount long-range Coulombi tails by
Ewald summation. In both ases the radial distribution fun tions were
obtained almost identi al. Another advantage of using the `shifted-for e'
potentials was the fa t, that e e tively one gets the system with twobody potentials like in non-ioni liquids, whi h vanish on the r ut = L=2
with L being the linear s ale of MD-box. Hen e, one should not are
about the neutrality ondition and hen e, the presen e of anion an be
dropped, that redu es the number of omponents of the system.
The two-body potentials of intera tion between ation M Z + and water mole ules we use a Na+ -like model [22,23℄.

UM Z+ O (r) =

218:790

r

Z

36:677

r2

+ 116862 e 4:526r
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UM Z+ H (r) =

 Z + 7:r479 + 99545 e

109:395

r

2

: r
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(3)
gMO(r)

where Z is the ation valen y.
3. Results and dis ussion

3.1. Simulation details and onditions

3.2. Radial pair distribution fun tions
The formation of hydrogen shell around ation M Z + and hydrolysis effe ts are hara terized by the radial distribution fun tions ion-oxygen
gMO (r) and ion-hydrogen gMH (r) and the orresponding running integration numbers:

Z
 g
r

nM (r) = 4

0 02 0
M (r )r dr

(4)

0

where  is the number density of the atoms of kind .
The Fig. 1 shows gMO (r) and nMO (r) fun tions for three di erent
ations valen ies. One an nd that for higher ation harges the general
tenden y is the shift of rst and se ond peaks of gMO (r) and displa ement to smaller distan es. These e e ts are onne ted with the in reasing
of ele trostati attra tion between ation and oxygens. Also, the amplitude of the rst peak gets higher. Already, for Z = +2 there opens a gap
between the rst and se ond peaks. This gap an be seen on the running
oordination number nMO (r) in Figure 1b as a plateau in the region

+1
+3
+6

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

r,A
14
+1
+3
+6

12
10
nMO(r)

The standard mole ular dynami s simulations within mi ro anoni al ensemble for the system of 342 water mole ules and one positively harged
ion were performed over 8:5  105 time steps for ea h value of the
harge (+1,...,+6). The equations of motion were integrated by predi tororre tor Gear algorithm of fourth order with the time step  = 10 16 s.
The density and averaged temperature of the system were 1000 kg=m3
and 298K, respe tively. We would like to add here a note about temperature ontol during MD in this study. For the ase of highly ionized
ation, when the pro ess of de ay of a water mole ule o ured, the exess of kineti energy led to in reasing the temperature. After we found
the hange in averaged temperature due to de ay of water mole ule the
equilibration over 2  104 timesteps was performed and the produ tion
run was restarted.

50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

8
6
4
2
0
1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

r,A

Figure 1. Radial distribution fun tion ation-oxygen gMO (r) (a) and
relevant running oordination number nMO (r) for ation harges Z = +1
(solid line), Z = +3 (dashed line) and Z = +6 (dash-dotted line).

2

3
A. By in reasing the ation harge starting from Z = +2 one
gets always six nearest oxygens o tahedrally arranged around ation in
the sphere of  3
A. Sin e the rst peak of gMO (r) gets shifted towards
smaller distan es, this means that higher ation harges make nearest six
oxygen atoms more bounded due to ele trostati for es. Su h a formation of the ation, six oxygens and relevant hydrogens an be onsidered
as a luster MO6 Hx .
The situation with hydrogens in the region lose to the ation is more
ompli ated. One an see in Figure 2a, that the se ond maximum of the
radial distribution fun tion ation-hydrogen gMH (r) is shifted towards
smaller distan es as it was with the ation-oxygen RDF. However, the
rst maximum of gMH (r) is shifted to the distan e  2:75
A only by
in reasing the ation harge to the value Z = +3. By further in reasing
the harge Z the rst peak does not exhibit shift to smaller distan es,
but the amplitude of the rst peak gets smaller. The situation be omes
more lear by onsidering the running oordination number nMH (r) in
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Figure 3. a) Instantaneous on guration of ation and nearest oxygens
for ation harge Z = +3.

5
0
2.5

3

3.5
r,A

4

4.5

Figure 2. Radial distribution fun tion ation-hydrogen gMH (r) (a) and
relevant running oordination number nMH (r) for ation harges Z = +1
(solid line), Z = +3 (dashed line) and Z = +6 (dash-dotted line).
Figure 2b. For Z = +3 there appears a plateau with 12 hydrogens, whi h
belong to six stret hed water mole ules. The oxygens of these six water
mole ules are oriented towards ation. By in reasing the ation harge
the stret hed water mole ules begin to de ay. For Z = +4 there remain
only seven hydrogens in the ation shell. And, for very large value of
ation harge all mole ules have lost one or two hydrogens. Thus, for
Z = +6 we obtain a formation, whi h onsists of one ation, six oxygens
and two hydrogens MO6 H2 .
The in uen e of ation valen y on the hydration shell is visually
demonstrated on Figure 3 and is also summarized in table 1. There is
also presented a number of protons losed by hydration shell:

h^ = 2nMO (rmin ) nMH (rmin ):

(5)

The radial distribution fun tions gOO (r), gOH (r), gHH (r) hara terize the in uen e of ation on the stru ture of water. We should note
that these fun tions are averaged over all water mole ules, whi h are in

b) Instantaneous on guration of ation and nearest oxygens for ation
harge Z = +4.
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Table 1. Cation valen y in uen e on hydration shell parameters
rmax1 , 
A g (rmax1 ) rmin1 , 
A n(rmin1 ) h^ rmin2 , 
A n(rmin2 )
+
M O 2.312 7.145 3.062 5.268 -1.281 5.362 24.545
M + H 2.962 2.847 3.612 11.817
M 2+O 2.112 16.565 2.6-3.1 5.999 -0.022 5.112 20.759
M 2+H 2.862 5.900 3.412 12.020
5.812 53.185
M 3+O 1.988 21.700 2.39-3.11 5.999 0.999 4.888 19.943
M 3+H 2.862 6.930 3.21-3.29 10.999
5.888 54.920
M 4+O 1.838 24.178 2.21-3.06 5.999 5.357 5.012 22.002
M 4+H 2.788 5.736 3.088 6.641
5.788 50.496
M 5+O 1.712 33.416 2.11-3.04 5.999 8.158 4.912 19.422
M 5+H 2.762 4.177 2.99-3.09 3.840
5.838 47.745
M 6+O 1.688 46.617 1.88-3.04 5.999 10.248 4.206 14.086
M 6+H 2.731 2.726 2.87-3.42 1.750
4.744 20.416

) Instantaneous on guration of ation and nearest oxygens for ation
harge Z = +5.

d) Instantaneous on guration of ation and nearest oxygens for ation
harge Z = +6.

ation shell and in bulk far away from the ation, so that only the weak
e e t of ation onto nearest water mole ules an be visible.
In Figures 4a,b, one an see how these radial distribution fun tions
are hanged by the presen e of ation with harges Z = +2 and Z = +6
in omparison with the ase of pure CF1 water. For small values of
ation harge the e e t is rather minimal, while for Z = +6 the radial
distribution fun tions get new features:
i) there appears a well pronoun ed shoulder on gOO (r) at r  2:3
A;
ii) in the gap between intramole ular and intermole ular parts of the
fun tion gOH (r) at r  1:3
Aappears well pronoun ed maximum;
iii) the rst intermole ular peak of gHH (r) is suÆ iently in reasing.
The shoudler on gOO (r) is onne ted with the spe i behaviour of
gMO (r)(Fig. 1) whi h shows that for the hexavalent ations the averaged
distan e between ation and nearest oxygens is  1:7
Afor Z = +6. We
an see in Figure 3, where an instantaneous on guration of the ation
and nearest six oxygens is presented that all six oxygens are strongly
o tahedrally arranged around the ation. Thus, taking this fa t into
a ount, we obtain the smallest
distan e between oxygen atoms in a
p
A. And, this is just the position
luster to be of order 1:7  2, that is 2:4
of a shoulder on gOO (r) for the ation harge Z = +6.
Another spe i feature of RDFs in the ` harged ation- exible water'
model was observed on gOH (r) as a small maximum at  1:35
Afor high
values of Z . The analysis of distan es between oxygens and hydrogens
leads to a on lusion, that some of free protons are lo ated near the
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oxygens of water mole ules of the se ond ation shell. Su h a formation
is shown in Figure 5. In fa t, this orresponds to a water mole ule with
an extra proton, the hydroxonium (H3 O)+ .
3.5
CF1
+2
+6

3

gOO(r)

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
2

2.5

3

3.5
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4.5
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r,A
2
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+2
+6

gOH(r)
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gHH(r)

2
1.5
1
0.5
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3

3.5

r,A

Figure 4. Radial distribution fun tions gOO (r), gOH (r), gHH (r) for pure
CF1 water (solid line) and with ation harges Z = +2 (dashed line)
and Z = +6 (dash-dotted line).

Figure 5. Clusters in the ation shell for ation harge Z = +6
The obtained results for on gurations H3 O+ , H5 O2+ and higher hydrated proton lusters are in qualitative agreement with the orresponding results obtained in the framework of ab initio mole ular dynami s
simulation [30℄. However for quantitive agreement our des ription needs
an improvement onne ted with hange of proton harge after the de ay
of water mole ule.
There also exists the possibility for proton to be trapped between
two oxygens of neighbour mole ules beyond the rst ation shell. Su h
a ase of two water mole ules bounded by an extra hydrogen bond is
shown in Figure 5 too. In fa t, su h a formations an be stable and even
produ e hain of water mole ules in the ase of many extra protons in
the system.
The obtained radial distribution fun tions an be used for al ulation
of hydration energy of ation [22℄
hydr = 4
EM
Z+

X  Z1 r g
2

O;H

=

0

M (r)UM (r) dr

(6)
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The obtained results are presented on Figure 6
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Figure 6. Hydration energy E hydr of ation in dependen e of its valen e

Z.
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of age e e t, when the ation hanges its velo ity ba kwards due to
s attering on water mole ules. By in reasing the value of ation harge
the shape of VACFs gets a e ted by weakly pronoun ed os illations at
Z = +3, whi h be ome rather strong when the ation harge in reases
to Z = +6. Well pronoun ed os illations on VACF have approximately a
period of 0:06ps. Usually su h a kind of os illations implies existen e of
normal modes in some bounded group of atoms. Thus, the ation VACFs
are in agreement with analysis of RDFs when we suposed, that for ation
harge Z = +6 a luster MO6 Hx an be formed.
The spe tral density of the hindered translation motion has been
al ulated by Fourier transformation of M (t):
M~Z + (! ) =

Z1 < v
0

0.18
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0.1
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0.06
0.04
0.02
0

+1
+3
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+6
+3

0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
0.4

0.6

100

+6

150

200

-1

Figure 8. Fourier transforms of ation velo ity auto orrelation fun tions
for ation harges Z = +1 (shown by solid line), Z = +3 (dashed line),
Z = +4 (short-dashed line) and Z = +6 (dotted line).
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0

1

cation VACF(t)

Fourier transform of VACFM(t)

As usually for the des ription of dynami al properties we onsider the velo ity auto orrelated fun tions (VACF). The normalized VACF of ation
with di erent valen y
< vM (0)vM (t) >
(7)
M Z + (t) = < (v (0))2 >
M
are shown on Figure 7. vM (t) is the velo ity of ation at time t.

0.6

(8)

The result is presented on Figure 8

3.3. Velo ity auto orrelation fun tions

0.8

M (0)vM (t) >
os(!t) dt
< (vM (0))2 >

0.8

1

t,ps

Figure 7. Cation velo ity auto orrelation fun tions for ation harges

Z = +1 (shown by solid line), Z = +3 (dashed line) and Z = +6
(dash-dotted line).

For monovalent ation (Z = 1) M (t) has a regular form inherent to
atoms of simple liquids. A wide minimum at t  0:6ps is the onsequen e

One an see the following features on the Fourier transforms of ation
VACFs ~M Z + (! ):
i) the low-frequen y region of ~M Z + (! ) (!  0 20ps 1) orresponds to
the regular pi ture of di usive motion of parti les. By in reasing valen y
Z the amplitude of main peak of ~M Z+ (!) gets smaller. Also, the value
~M Z + (0) de reases, that means the redu tion of di usion oeÆ ient.
This an be easily understood by a epting, that higher ation harges
make more rigid shell around ation, whi h an move mu h slower than
bare ation;
ii) for Z = +2 there appears a shoulder at !  25ps 1 , whi h gets

ðÒÅÒÉÎÔ

shifted to the region of higher frequen ies and for Z > +3 instead of the
shoulder one observes already separated group of frequen ies. For the
sequen e Z = +4; +5; +6 this separated peak gets shifted to the region
of higher frequen ies (!  50 90ps 1 ) and gets more narrow;
iii) for the sequen e Z = +4; +5; +6 one observes the emergen e of
additional groups of very high frequen ies (!  120 180ps 1). For
Z = +6 su h a maximum gets very narrow (!  155 175ps 1).
The separated groups of frequen ies, visible on spe tral representation of ation VACFs, orrespond to normal modes, whi h emerge when
the hydration shell gets more rigid by in reasing the ation harge.
1
+1
+6

oxygen VACF(t)

0.8
0.6
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Figure 9. Velo ity auto orrelation fun tions for oxygens, whi h were
found at t = 0 in vi inity of ation. Solid, dashed and dash-dotted lines
orrespond to ation harges Z = +1; +3; +6, respe tively.
The normalized velo ity auto orrelation fun tions
O (t) =

< vO (0)vO (t) >
< (vO (0))2 >

(9)

of oxygens, whi h at t = 0 were found inside the sphere with R =
5
A around the ation, are shown in Figure 9 for the di erent ation
harges (Z=+1,+3,+6). For the smallest value of ation harge Z =
+1 the fun tion O (t) is very lose to the regular VACF of oxygen for
CF1 model. This implies, that the smallest ation harge does not a e t
suÆ iently the di usion of water mole ules. The VACF for Z = +1 shows
weak modulation by short-period inramole ular os illations in CF1 water
mole ules. By in reasing the ation harge the e e t of intramole ular
os illations gets negligible, but as it was in the ase of ation VACFs the
fun tions get modulated by normal modes of a rigid ation shell, whi h
involve ations and oxygen atoms.

Figure 10. Fourier transforms of oxygen velo ity auto orrelation fun tions for ation harges Z = +1 (shown by solid line), Z = +3 (dashed
line) and Z = +6 (dash-dotted line).
The spe tral analysis of oxygen VACFs allows to see the following
features in Figure 10:
i) for Z = +1 one observes ontributions of very high-frequen y intramole ular os ilations onto motion of oxygen ions onne ted with
the spe i orientational stru ture of water formed the H-bond network. With in reasing of ation harge we have the lo al destru tion of
the tetrahedral arrangementof water mole ules. For high ation harges
(Z > +3) the e e t of very high-frequen y group of os illations almost
disappears due to strong stret hing of water mole ules in hydration shell
and loosing hydrogens;
ii) it is learly seen, that by in reasing the ation harge from Z = +1
to Z = +6 the regular di usive motion of oxygen ions lose to ation
is transformed into some normal os illations of strongly bounded ation
shell, whi h onsists of ation, six nearest oxygens and several hydrogens.
The omparison of the spe tral density of the hindered translation
motion of ation and oxygens in hydration shell (Fig. 8 and Fig. 10)
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shows that two hara teristi frequen ies for highly harged ations oinide exa tly with hara teristi frequen ies of oxygens in hydration shell.
Thus, the obtained velo ity auto orrelation fun tions strongly support
our results obtained from the analysis of the radial distribution fun tions about the stability of the luster of six oxygens with o tahedral
on guration around the highly harged ation. At the same time in the
spe tra of oxygen in the presen e of ation the four new hara teristi
frequen ies appear. They are onne ted with libration motions of oxygens in o tahedral omplexes. The obtained results are on rmed by the
re ent investigations [31℄ of the Raman spe tra of aqueous solutions of
aluminium hloride. Due to this work there exists a oupling between
vibrational os illations of the hydrate with librational motions of the
water mole ules oordinated by the aluminium ation.
4. Con lusions

i) A simple model of exible CF1 water mole ules with `shifted-for e'
two-body potentials is used for a mole ular dynami s study of a qualitative pi ture of hydrolysis due to highly harged ations in liquid;
ii) Our results show, that within the proposed model we obtain hydrolysis e e t when the ation harge is large enough. Water mole ules near
the ation start de aying at Z = +4, while for smaller ation harges
the water mole ules are suÆ iently stret hed;
iii) For highly harged ations our model leads to formation of lusters
MO6 Hx with number of hydrogens x = 12; 7; 4; 2 for the sequen e of
ation harges Z = +3; +4; +5; +6. For our model there exist always six
oxygens in these lusters;
iv) The six oxygens around the highly harged ation form a luster with
o tahedral on guration;
v) It is shown, that the hydrogens, whi h left the water mole ules,
an form hydroxonium and additional hydrogen bonds between water
mole ules;
vi) Our analysis of velo ity auto orrelation fun tions supports the pi ture of luster formation around the ation. It is shown, that by in reasing the ation harge there appear separated groups of frequen ies in
spe tral representation of velo ity auto orrelation fun tions. These separated groups of frequen ies orrespond to normal modes in the luster
formation.
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